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Understanding Responsibility for Justice 
 
In Responsibility for Justice (2011) Iris Marion Young develops a model of 
responsibility for the injustices produced by social-structural processes; a model 
called the social connection model of responsibility. Young argues that this model 
is essentially different from a liability model of responsibility, which subsumes 
most other contemporary theories of responsibility. The liability models typically 
seek to single out a blameworthy or liable agent and hence are mainly 
backwardlooking. Conversely, the social connection model does not single out 
agents in order to hold them blameworthy. Instead it involves that those 
responsible have a forward-looking obligation to ameliorate unjust social-structural 
processes. 
 
In the foreword of the very same book Martha Nussbaum questions the distinction 
between the two models. For instance she argues that it is difficult to maintain the 
retrospective/prospective portion of the distinction for the simple reason that time 
marches on. When the relevant time passes, the agent is guilty of not having 
shouldered her responsibility. In this paper I defend the social connection model 
against Nussbaum’s objections. There are other important arguments in favour of 
distinguishing between the models that she has overlooked. First, The liability 
model seeks to identify acts or policies that in a harmful way deviate from a 
morally or legally accepted set of background conditions, while the social 
connection model brings into question precisely those background conditions. 
Second, the social connection model concerns harms that are impossible to trace to 
specific actions or policies. We can pinpoint persons who participate in these 
processes, but we cannot measure the contribution of each agent to harm. 
Therefore, we cannot justly distribute liability for harm. Yet, the social connection 
model can be improved. Even though participating agents cannot be blamed for the 
existence of structural injustice, they can be blamed for not taking steps for 
ameliorating these injustices. 
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